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ABSTRACT 
 
Soil structure interaction analysis are normally carried out by substructure approach representing the foundation media by 
a series of frequency independent springs and dashpots with their values computed based on impedance function 
approach.  Soil Spring stiffness and damping values are generally computed with available formulae for circular rigid 
foundation on the surface of an elastic, homogeneous and isotropic half space. These formulations give the total soil 
springs stiffness for three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. In simplistic method of seismic analysis 
using equivalent beam model (stick model) where the raft is idealized with single 3-D beam element and supported on 
these soil springs. But more realistic seismic analysis using detailed 3-D Finite Element model of whole structure is 
getting more and more popularity now a days. Foundation raft is assumed to be supported on number of springs 
distributed over the total plan area of the foundation raft and connected to the different nodes of raft elements. Total 
spring stiffness of the whole raft is computed and distributed to the individual springs connected to the nodes of raft 
elements based on the influence area of nodes. In this method total translational stiffnesses along horizontal and vertical 
directions match exactly with the computed stiffness values using impedance function approach. Spatial distribution of 
vertical and horizontal springs results in some equivalent rotational and torsion stiffness of the foundation medium.  But, 
this resultant rotational/torsion stiffness does not always match with the total rotational/torsional stiffness computed 
using impedance function approach mentioned above. This situation calls for some detailed study in the context of soil 
structure interaction. This paper discusses some issues related to the distribution of the soil springs underneath the raft 
foundation and their effect on the seismic behaviour of a typical NPP structure. The influence of the flexibility of the 
founding medium on the seismic behaviour of the structure is also presented in this paper.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Seismic analysis of safety related structure of Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) is a very challenging task. Some of the 
safety related structures of new generation NPP are very stiff, massive and complex in nature. In the new-generation 
Indian PHWR system of 700MWe series, concept of Nuclear Building (NB) is evolved with a view to optimise structural 
design, compact layout, ease in construction, maintenance and improved overall structural behavior, specially during 
earthquake situation. Nuclear Building is basically a conglomeration of various buildings housing reactor and the various 
associated reactor auxiliary systems, founded on common raft. Nuclear Building is a complex structural system, 
consisting of different types of structural elements viz. thick shells, frames, heavy shear walls, thick slabs etc. 
Mathematical modeling of such structures plays an important role in the evaluation of seismic response for such 
structures. Development of equivalent beam model (also called Stick Model) requires lot of manual computational effort 
to compute stiffness and mass properties of different interconnected structural system. Sometimes it is not possible to 
simulate the behavior of complex structural system in three dimensions using equivalent beam model due to the presence 
of flexible floor system, large openings in floors and cross wall, above all connection of hybrid lateral load resisting 
systems i.e. frame structure and shear wall system. The availability of large and fast computing facility at present has led 
to the trend of using complete detailed 3D finite element model of the structure and equipment for carrying out seismic as 
well as static analysis using a common model.  
 
Soil structure interaction analysis during earthquake situation sometimes requires special attention to rationally predict 
the combined behavior of structure and foundation system. Soil structure interaction analysis is normally carried out by 
substructure approach representing the foundation media by a series of frequency independent springs and dashpots with 
their values computed based on impedance function approach.  Spring stiffness are computed for the entire raft and 
distributed to the individual springs connected to the nodes of various elements of raft based on the influence area of 
nodes. This paper discusses some of the issues related to distribution of rotational soil springs underneath the raft 
foundation. The influence of the flexibility of the raft foundation on the seismic behaviour of the structure considering 
these methods is also presented in this paper.  
 
 
Physical Structural System and FE modeling aspect  
 

The Nuclear Building (NB) is basically a conglomeration of various buildings housing reactor and the various 
associated reactor auxiliary systems, consisting of mainly (i) the reactor building internal structures as a combination of 
reinforced concrete and structural steel, (ii) prestressed concrete inner containment structure (ICS) and (iii) reinforced 
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concrete framed structure outside reactor building, which is structurally connected to the reinforced concrete outer 
containment structure (OCS). Typical cross sections of the Nuclear Building are shown in Fig.-1 & Fig.-2.   

 

  
Fig.-1: Typical cross-section of Nuclear Building of 700 
MWe PHWR (N-S Section) 

Fig.-2: Typical cross-section of Nuclear Building of 700 
MWe PHWR (E-W Section) 

 
 
For analysis of such complicated structural system, it is very much necessary to develop the detailed Finite Element 
model of the structure considering all structural components viz. thick shells, frames, heavy shear walls, thick slabs etc. 
The detailed model of the structural system thus developed can be used for carrying out seismic as well as static analysis. 
A 3-D finite element model has been developed for the entire nuclear building, keeping in mind that it should adequately 
represent the dynamic characteristics of the physical system e.g., mass, stiffness and damping characteristics. Reinforced 
and pre-stressed concrete elements are modelled as uncracked sections considering linearly elastic and homogenous 
material properties. The F. E. model of the Nuclear Building is shown in Fig.-3 and Fig. - 4.   
 
The various elements used for developing the model are: 
 

(i) 4-Noded general shell element, which incorporates shear deformation effect, has been used to model ICS, OCS, 
raft, cross wall, floor etc. 

(ii) 3-D Beam Element is used to model the beams and columns. 
(iii) 3-D General Spring Element is used to model foundation stiffness. 
(iv) 3-D General Mass Element to model lumped masses. 

 

 

 

Fig.-3: F. E. Model of Nuclear Building Fig.-4: Typical section of F. E. Model   
 
 
Soil Structure Interaction 
 

Substructure approach of soil structure interaction is most accepted method for the analysis of real life nuclear 
structures neglecting kinematic interaction.  Geotechnical investigation carried out for the proposed site of 700MWe 
plant shows that good rock is available at the founding level of Nuclear Building. Average shear wave velocity at 
founding rock is 2350 m/sec. Analysis has been carried out applying the free field ground response spectra at founding 
level. The founding medium has been idealized with a series of frequency independent springs and dashpots. Combined 
analysis of structure and foundation system has been carried out subsequently. Detailed computation of spring stiffness 
and their distribution below the raft has been discussed in the following sections.  
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Computation of Soil Spring Stiffness and their distribution 
 
Soil Spring stiffness and damping values has been computed with formulation available in ASCE:4-98 for rectangular 
foundation. Basically these formulations are derived for rigid circular foundation on the surface of an elastic, 
homogeneous and isotropic half space and later on extended for rectangular footing. These formulations give the total 
soil springs stiffness for three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. In simplistic method of seismic 
analysis using equivalent beam model (stick model), raft is idealized using 3-D beam element supported on these soil 
springs.  In seismic analysis using detailed 3-D Finite Element model of whole structure, foundation raft is assumed to be 
supported on number of springs distributed over the total plan area of the foundation raft and connected to the different 
nodes of raft elements. Total Spring stiffness of the whole raft is computed and distributed to the individual springs 
connected to the nodes of raft elements based on the influence area of nodes. 
 
Translational spring stiffness at individual nodes along three co-ordinate direction is 
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Where Kx, Ky, Kz are total stiffness of the foundation along X (North-South), Y (East-West) and Z (vertical) directions 
respectively. Ai is the influence area of the node with which individual springs are connected and A is total area of raft. 
 
Spatial distribution of vertical springs provides some equivalent stiffness against rocking motion of the foundation as a 
whole. Equivalent rotational stiffness against rocking motion of the foundation thus generated is 
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Where, Krxe, Krye are the resultant equivalent rotational stiffness about X and Y axis respectively.  xc and yc are stiffness 
centre coordinate of foundation and  xi and yi nodal coordinates of the springs. n is the number of total spring element. 
 
In a similar way spatial distribution of horizontal springs provides some equivalent stiffness against torsinal motion of the 
foundation as a whole. Equivalent resultant torsinal stiffness thus generated is 
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In this method total translational stiffness along horizontal and vertical direction matches exactly with the computed 
stiffness values using impedance function approach.  But, this resultant rotational/torsional stiffness does not always 
match with the total rotational/torsional stiffness computed using impedance function approach mentioned above. Efforts 
have been made to study the effect of this balance rotational stiffness on seismic behavior of Nuclear Building. 
 
The balance rotational stiffness against rotational and torsional motion is 

rzeryerxerzryrxrzryrx KKK ,,,,,, −=∆  

Additional rotational stiffness of the springs connected to the individual nodes below the raft is 
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Computed spring stiffness as per the formulation of ASCE: 4-98 and resultant equivalent rotational stiffness on account 
of spatial distribution of translational springs as well as balance rotational stiffness are summerised below. 
 

Motion 
Computed  Spring 

Stiffness as per  
ASCE-4-98 

Resultant Equivalent 
Rotational  Spring Stiffness 

Balance Rotational  
Spring Stiffness 

Vertical 447.44*106    t/m -- -- 

Horizontal 397.33*106    t/m -- -- 

Rocking about 
X-axis 1065.34*109    t-m /Rad 315.15*109    t-m /Rad 750.19*109    t-m /Rad 

Rocking about 
Y-axis 1065.34*109    t-m /Rad 338.84*109    t-m /Rad 726.50*109    t-m /Rad 

Torsion 1563.29*109    t-m /Rad 580.75*109    t-m /Rad 982.54*109    t-m /Rad 
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Computation of soil damping and their distribution 
 

Damping is the common designation for all kinds of energy absorption of a vibratory system. Damping values of 
various structural components with different material such as prestressed concrete, reinforcement concrete, steel etc 
considered as per the guidelines of ASCE-4-98. Damping values for soil springs has been computed as per the guidelines 
of ASCE-4-98 and damping ratio as a percentage of critical damping has been derived. The limiting damping values for 
soil springs are 20%, 30% and 7% for horizontal, vertical and rocking/torsional springs. Since rocking and torsional 
spring stiffness are generated on account of distributed vertical and horizontal springs, hence damping values for both 
horizontal and vertical springs are taken as 7% for horizontal direction of motions. Damping values for vertical springs 
are taken as 30% for vertical direction of motion.  
 
As the Nuclear Building consists of sub-structure systems made up of different materials such as pre-stressed concrete, 
reinforced concrete, structural steel as well as founding material etc having different damping values, in order to obtain 
modal response, damping as a percentage of critical damping in each mode has been evaluated using the weighted strain 
energy principal. Based on the above criterion, equivalent modal damping values in each mode have been evaluated and 
used for response evaluation. However, the values of computed modal damping are restricted to a maximum of 20% (As 
per Clause 3.1.5.4 of ASCE-4-98).   
 

Response Spectrum Analysis using Modal Superposition   

 
Response spectrum analysis has been carried out using modal superposition method. For combination of modal 

responses all the modes upto cut off frequency i.e. 33Hz has been considered. It is found that the cumulative modal mass 
participation is more than 90%. Missing mass correction has been done to account for non-participated mass for the 
modes beyond the cut-off frequency. In order to economize the solution time without loosing the accuracy of solution, 
grouping methods of combination has been adopted for modal combination. 

 
Three sets of analysis has been carried out for the present study, 

1) Analysis with a model (Model-1) where the translational stiffness of the soil springs is considered and thus, 
only the equivalent resultant rotational stiffness on account of spatial distribution of translational springs is 
considered. 

2) Analysis with a model (Model-2) where the translational stiffness of the soil springs along with additional 
rotational springs to account for balance rotational stiffness of the raft as a whole has been considered. Thus, 
resultant translational and rotational stiffness computed as per ASCE-4-98 are simulated. 

3) Analysis with a model (Model-3) where the very high stiffness (106 times) of both translational and rotational 
soil springs has been considered. This is to study the effect of relative stiffness of founding medium on the 
seismic behavior of the structure. 

 
Results & Discussion 
 
Summary of Eigen solution results with the three different models are given in Table-1. Variation of cumulative modal 
mass (in terms of percentage of total mass) with frequency along three spatial directions for all three models is shown in 
Fig.-5, Fig.-6 & Fig.-7 respectively.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Fig.-5: Variation of cumulative modal mass with 
frequency for Model-1 

Fig.-6: Variation of cumulative modal mass with 
frequency for Model-2 
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Fig.-7: Variation of cumulative modal mass with 
frequency for Model-3 
 
 
TABLE-1: MODAL MASS RATIOS (in terms of Percentage of Total Mass of the System) 
 

 

 
Note: Threshold value for printing modal mall in the above table is 1.00% and zero is printed below threshold 
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It is found from eigen analysis result that cumulative mass participation upto 33Hz is more than 90% along three 
directions in case of models with translational springs as well as both translational and rotational springs i.e for Model-1 
& Model-2. There is very little variation in frequencies and modal mass participation on account of incorporation of 
additional rotational springs in Model-2 with respect to those of Model-1. In case of Model-3, cumulative mass 
participation upto 33Hz is 60.6%, 62.6% and 48.8% along X, Y and Z direction respectively. It may be mentioned that 
effect of missing mass has been accounted in all the above three models. 
 
The modal mass (as a percentage of total effective mass) of significant modes and the response spectral shape are plotted 
together to study the effectiveness of these modes on the response of the structure. Such variations of modal mass in X-
Direction (N-S), Y-direction (E-W) and Z-Direction (Vertical) for all three models along with plots of SSE response 
spectral value for 7% damping are shown in Fig.-8 through Fig.-15 respectively. It may be seen from these plots that 
vertical modes are participating at higher frequency (above 10Hz) and there exist large numbers of vertical modes (shell 
modes) having very less mass participation. 
 

   
Fig.-8: Percentage Modal mass (X-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-1 

Fig.-9: Percentage Modal mass (Y-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-1 

Fig.-9: Percentage Modal mass (Z-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-1 

  
Fig.-10: Percentage Modal mass (X-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-2 

Fig.-11: Percentage Modal mass (Y-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-2 

Fig.-12: Percentage Modal mass (Z-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-2 

  
Fig.-13: Percentage Modal mass (X-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-3 

Fig.-14: Percentage Modal mass (Y-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-3 

Fig.-15: Percentage Modal mass (Z-Dir) & 
Spectral Value Vs frequency for Model-3 

 
Summary of response spectrum analysis results in the form of total base shear and overturning moment  for with the three 
different models is shown in TABLE-2 
 

TABLE-2: Response Spectrum Analysis results for SSE 
 

Direction 

Model Model Physical 

Total Base 
Shear/ 

Reactions 
(t) 

X NS 55143 
Y EW 46652 

Model with Translational 
Springs (Model-1) 

Z Vertical 46253 
X NS 55304 
Y EW 44441 

Model with both Translational 
Springs & Rotational springs 

(Model-2) Z Vertical 31794 
X NS 77797 
Y EW 73281 

Model with very High (106 
times) Translational Springs & 
Rotational springs(Model-3) Z Vertical 46281 
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It is observed from the above results that the base-shear in North-south direction as well as in East-West direction are not 
affected on account of incorporation of additional rotational springs in Model-2 with respect to those of Model-1. But 
there is some difference in vertical force in Model-2 with respect to those of Model-1. This is due to additional 
restraining effect on account of additional rotational springs in Model-2. It is also observed that in case of Model-3 where 
very high spring stiffness (both translational and rotational) is considered, the base shear/vertical reactions are on higher 
side. This is due to the fact that the significant modes are shifted towards the peak of response spectra on account of high 
spring stiffness.  
 
CONCLUSION 

 
Based on the case study presented in this paper, the following conclusions are drawn: 
 

(i) Consideration of soil-structure interaction makes the structure flexible and thus shifts the frequency of the 
structure. This may sometimes results in reduction of the response of structure depending upon the response 
spectral shape. Hence the consideration of soil structure interaction is very much necessary for design of 
structure in a rational way for seismic condition. 

(ii) Though the inclusion of additional rotational springs does not affect the global seismic behavior of the structure, 
the same is very much necessary for local design of foundation raft. Consideration of additional rotational 
springs induces additional local moment in the foundation raft. 
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